The Holtsmark distribution has applications in plasma physics, for the electric-microfield distribution involved in spectral line shapes for instance, as well as in astrophysics for the distribution of gravitating bodies. It is one of the few examples of a stable distribution for which a closed-form expression of the probability density function is known. However, the latter is not expressible in terms of elementary functions. In the present work, we mention that the Holtsmark probability density function can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric function 2F2 and of Airy function of the second kind Bi and its derivative. The new formula is simpler than the one proposed by Lee involving 2F3 and 3F4 hypergeometric functions.
Introduction
In 1919, Norwegian physicist J. Holtsmark proposed a distribution modelling the fluctuating fields in plasma due to chaotic motion of charged particles. The Holtsmark distribution of electric micro-fields in the quasi-static approximation is [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] :
x sin(βx) exp −x 3/2 dx,
which can also be written
The probability distribution of the ionic electric field in a plasma follows Holtsmark's distribution when the ionic correlations are weak. Such a distribution was also used for the distribution of celestial bodies [7] [8] [9] . Holtsmark's distribution enables one to estimate the probability of realization of an atomic bound state in a plasma [10] and is encountered in the study of Lévy processes [11] . In all the fields of physical modelling involving the Holtsmark distribution, the following function
plays an important role [12] [13] [14] ; it is related to the function H(β) by
The function S(β) is often called the Holtsmark function in mathematical statistics, but must not be confused with the Holtsmark distribution H(β) used in physics and astronomy. S(β) is in fact the probability density function of the Holtsmark distribution. It is often believed that it is not possible to obtain a rather compact expression of S(β) (or H(β)) in terms of known functions (see for instance page 183 of the book "Atomic Physics in Hot Plasmas", by D. Salzmann: "There is no analytical solution for the integral in terms of known elementary or special functions" [4] ). There are many interesting works about the numerical computation of the Holtsmark distribution, for instance using Monte Carlo methods [15] or rational-fraction approximations [16] . The peak value of S(β) is
≈ 0.2874 (5) and the two following expansions are often used [17, 18] :
where Γ is the usual Gamma function and
Equation (6) results from expansion series of cos(βx) and term-by-term integration. It is an absolutely convergent series; and Eq. (7) results from expansion series of exp −x 3/2 and term-by-term integration. It is not an absolutely convergent series, but an asymptotic expansion [19] for β > 0. It is worth mentioning that expansions (6) and (7) can be derived by applying successively the Barnes-Mellin transform [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] :
and its inverse
where 0 < c < 1, and calculating the latter integral in the complex plane. Equation (6) is useful in order to approximate S(β) for small values of β:
where Γ is the usual Gamma function and Eq. (7) provides an approximant of S(β) for large vales of β:
Expansions (6) and (7) are represented in Figs. (1) and (2) respectively for different orders (4, 16 and 64) and compared to the exact probability density function S(β). The Fourier transform of S(β) is
In the following section, we give an expression of the Holtsmark probability density function S(β) and distribution H(β) in terms of special functions, and in particular in terms of hypergeometric 2 F 2 and Airy Bi functions. Exact Expansion (7), n=4 Expansion (7), n=16 Expansion (7), n=64 
Analytical expressions of S(β) and H(β)
It was found by Lee [25] that S(β) can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions 2 F 3 and 3 F 4 :
Such an expression was also mentioned by Ç opuroǧlu [26] and Mehmetoǧlu. We provide an expression which is simpler than Eq. (13), in the sense that it involves hypergeometric functions with lower indices (lower numbers of parameters) and Airy (or Bessel) functions. We give below the main steps of two different ways to obtain the new formula. The first one consists in using inverse Fourier transform of exp(−|τ | 3/2 ) [12] [13] [14] :
and splitting the integral in two parts (one from −∞ to 0 and the other one from 0 to ∞). For instance, considering
we find, with the change of variable v = t 3/2 :
which yields, after expanding e −iβv 2/3 in series:
Then, knowing that the general form of a generalized hypergeometric series p F q is
where (λ) n represents the Pochhammer symbol
one gets, using a computer algebra system [27]:
In the same way, we have
In the present case, β is real, the argument of the 1 F 1 and 2 F 2 functions is pure imaginary and the sum of two 1 F 1 (or two 2 F 2 ) functions with opposite imaginary arguments is real. Therefore, I(β) and J(β) are complex conjugates, and their sum is real. Since Airy function Bi and its derivative Bi ′ [28, 29] can be expressed using confluent hypergeometric functions 1 F 1 [30] :
and
it is possible, with the help of a computer algebra system [27] , to recognize
The arguments of the 2 F 2 functions are pure imaginary complex numbers, but the sum of the two functions is real. For x positive, the function Bi(−x) is related to the Bessel functions of fractional order J −1/3 and J 1/3 and its derivative to the Bessel functions of fractional order J −2/3 and J 2/3 [28, 31] . One has therefore
Another way to derive Eq. (24) is to start from Eq. (6), which reads equivalently
and setting m = 3p + q, we get
which becomes, with r = 2p:
Using Gauss' multiplication formula, it is possible to write
which leads to
The latter expression can be simplified into 
we obtain, with the help of a computer algeba system [27], Eq. (24) . Using the relations
and Bi ′′ (x) = x Bi(x), we finf for the Holtsmark distribution
or, in terms of Bessel functions: 
Conclusion
We have provided an expression of the Holtsmark probability density function in terms of hypergeometric 2 F 2 and Airy Bi and Bi ′ functions. The part involving Bi and Bi ′ functions can also be expressed in terms of Bessel functions of fractional order J −2/3 , J −1/3 , J 1/3 and J 2/3 . The interest of the new expression (24) for numerical evaluations is not obvious. It seems much more straightforward to base evaluation of the function on its standard series (6) and asymptotic expansion (7), which have a very simple form. The difficulty of expressing the Holtsmark distribution in terms of standard special functions is only due to the argument of the gamma function being a fraction of the summation index in the expansion (6) and (7) . The new formulation may yield the discovery of further relations, in particular using identities for Airy and 2 F 2 functions. It may also help to study asymptotic behaviours and derive approximants of the Holtsmark distribution.
